
Mr, Janes Ke Hall, Chier | 3/91/82 FOIPA Section 
FBI 
Washington, D.C. 20535, 
Dear Hr, Hall, | | 

Some of the recofils enclosed with your letter of March 10 raise questions. 
File 100+ 19461~142, Serial 73, is deseribed ag “Copy of Oswald's Address Sock." It says there are 184 pages and 1s corrected to indicate that 184 pages were provided. Claims made to withheld are b7C, DID, bi, b2. There is an added note, “additional materials released 6-31, 282," 
One page identified ag Serial 1473 is provided, It 4. stamped as declassified by DRO on 212682, which is more then a year before you sent it to me. Algo, no Classification stamp is vishble on it so i an wondering a) how Gawald's adress beck, which Was published in facsimile by the Warren Commission, was classified, and b) hew a record that was not classified is declassified, 
The letter #($)" apvoars after the first paragraph, which is mnt obliterated. It is the only paragraph so marked on this pages So, what was declassified if this paragraph ronaing withheld and nothing elee is indicated as ever classified? 
Two entire paragraphs are withheld under b70. I am confident that some of the withheld information is reasonably Seeregable and involves no legitinate peivecy questions. 4 considerable amunt of inforustion abort the subject has been dis- closed by the Warren Commission and by the FSI iteteir. 
The worksheet for 147 gays that Serial 328 is "Yhotes," of sim pages, originally ali withheld under bi, now corrected to reflect that one peges was sent, and the exemption tlained is now not bi but is b7D, 

Cn page Was sent but it is not a photo or « xerox of a shote. It apoders to be & Xerox of a evidence anvelops that was stamped secret. It says thet this is also Serial 5729. That turns out to ve “previously processed.” In FBLSO ¢¢ is 106— 82555“3022 and prior to this @isclosure the inforsation that was withhelé on this page was disclosed in it, 

it appears that the pictures are described as of Yevald Cletributing literature, sonething that does not suggest any appropriateness in either the bl or the b7D claim. If made for the withheld pictures, both appear to be impossible claims, If made for the name, I ask if the neme is not already disclosed. I know of ne such names that have not been dinclesed. 

*his reiges again the question of film. You havo not vesponded to uy rotent letter about this, as t « Ful in the past avéided any responses. 
Your letter of March 16, forwamling a copy of 6i= 10906042262, says only thet you provide it under the agreement to provide me with copie: of JFK assasaination veconia provided to others. Because + knew this record should have been provided to me @arly in 1978, I checked. I find what your letter makes no reference to, that there are extensive “privacy” withholdings in 1978 not made in any single case now, UnJustified claims of privacy are probably the most nuserous in my appeals that, for the most part, are ignored. This record Walidates what 1 skid, that most of these withholdings are neither justified nor necessary. This is true also of the field office records involved in C.4, 78-0522. Are you going to rectify this? I do thenk you for the unexéised copy. Can you tell me when to expect copies of other aimilar vecords not yet provided after being provided te others? 

Sincerely, 

Herold Weisberg



Dear “in, 3/11/82 
Only twice in a long time has the FBI sent me copies of what it discloses to 

others. Their letter of “arch 16 confirms the agreement to fo this. However, as my 
enclosed letter to Hall says, I was made curious. Only I was curious about more than 
i said, including why the indirectness and why not sey who made the request? With 
the other records, Weberman's request, they sent the letter tc him to properly 
identify the records, 

In the Balkey case they heve disclosed how many such fequests they have had, 
almost none provided to me. 

These two pages are not by any means all of Serial 2262. There are two other 
pages in that Serial and other Serials on the same subject. 

‘These are an excellent illustration of the fact that most of the privacy clains 
are not justified and not necessary and, when reviewed, are overturned. 

“4ven the nature of what is herein disclosed, is there anything like privacy? 
It is possible that I'm not sent the other pages because there are no withholdings 

on the 1976 copies of them. But then they haven't sent any corrected workshects. 

There has to be a reason for this effort to slide something by. Maybe it 
is to avold calling attention to the disclosure of what had been withheld. 

ae 

est,


